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 � Complies to AS/NZS1891.4 & AS/NZS5532

 � Maximum working overhead anchor point height of 7.1m and with a 2.1m 
offset mast rated for two (2) workers.

 � When not in use, the LFAT mast folds down effortlessly onto the trailer and is 
securely held in place.

 � Completely counterweighted for two (2) workers.

 � LFAT takes around 5 minutes to set-up for use and a similar amount of time 
to lower the unit after use.

 � Equipped with electric brakes and a battery operated break-away system

 � The LFAT main mast is raised and lowered using a hydraulic pump and 
valve assembly (with built in hose burst protection) reducing any manual 
handling issues on-site.

 � Put away toolbox for safe storage of harnesses and fall arrest devices.

 � Easy to move by hand using the multi directional front jockey wheel 
equipped with a friction brake making stopping the trailer when positioning 
easy. 

 � Certified lifting points and forklift tyne pockets for ease of lifting and storing 
when shipping LFAT system around the countryside.

 � Grid mesh construction on trailer floor provides an anti-slip surface and also 
eliminate any build-up of dirt.

 � Torsion axle assembly helps eliminate potential ‘trailer hopping’ when 
travelling at speeds on and off roads.

 � Also available in a heavy duty off road version for use in rugged and harsh 
work environments.

 � Accessories: Inertia Reels, Inertia Reels with Self Rescue Capability, Inertia 
Reel with Assisted Rescue feature.

LFAT INTRODUCTION
The BTS Lifline Fall Arrest Trailer (LFAT) is a complete overhead fall protection system that is installed on a towable 
road registered trailer designed for road and tarmac use. 
The LFAT provides for up to two (2) workers, an overhead anchor point that is easy to set-up. Height adjustable to 
7.1m, the main mast of the LFAT is raised or lowered using a hydraulic pump and valve arrangement.
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Specifications

Ultimate Strength Rating: 21kN 

Capacity (Fall Arrest): Max. 2 workers weighing no more than 136 kg each

Allowable MAF Rating for SRL’s: 4kN

Overall Height: 7.5m

Anchor Point Height: 7.1m Max. 

Reach: 2.1m

Foot Print: 3.360m × 3.630m (Stabilising outriggers extended)

Weight 1600 kgs

Anchorage Type: Free Fall Arrest
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        CAUTION
Read Instruction Manual before using. 
Inspect all moving parts.

IKAR  Self Retracting Lifelines

No. 18940

IKAR SRL’s incorporate a web or steel-rope lifeline 
that extends and retracts allowing the user unhindered 
movement and mobility around the work areas. In the 
event of a fall, the internal brakes activate and the unit 
arrests the falling person within 600mm and limits the 
arresting force passed onto the worker’s body. 
All units are manufactured either in aluminium or 
shockproof plastic and feature 360° rotational top eye to 
eliminate the twisting of the unit’s webbing or steel-rope 
lifeline whilst in use.

SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES

Part No. Cable Type Housing Weight

HWPB 9   9.0m Web       Plastic  2.3 kg

HWPB 12       12.0m Web       Plastic  3.4 kg

HWPB 15       15.0m Web       Plastic  4.8 kg

HWS 9       9.0m Steel rope     Aluminium 3.7 kg

HWS 12    12.0m Steel rope     Aluminium 5.4 kg

HWS 18    18.0m Steel rope     Aluminium 6.9 kg

HWS 24    24.0m Steel rope     Aluminium 8.4 kg

HWPS 9      9.0m Steel rope      Plastic  3.2 kg

HWPS 12  12.0m Steel rope      Plastic 4.9 kg

HWPS 18  18.0m Steel rope      Plastic 6.3 kg

HWPS 24  24.0m Steel rope      Plastic 7.3 kg

IKAR SRL’s are available with either Stainless Steel or Galvanised 3/16” Cable and on smaller 
models in Webbing Strap. (IKAR SRL’s comply with AS/NZS1891.3)

IKAR Self Retracting Lifeline

IKAR Self Retracting Lifeline 
with SELF RESCUE

IKAR Self Retracting Lifeline with 
RESCUE / RECOVERY WINCH

The IKAR Self Retracting Lifeline with Self Rescue (HAS 
model) is ideal for applications where rescue is required 
to reduce the possibility of suspension trauma occurring 
in a suspended person. In the event of a fall the HAS 
models have, internal brakes that activate the same as 
a traditional SRL but in the event of a fall the unit arrests 
the falling person and once the person’s fall is completely 
arrested the Self Rescue Unit automatically starts 
extending the steel wire rope line and lowers the person 
down to the ground or other suitable landing.

SRL WITH AUTOMATIC LOWERING

Part No. Cable Type Housing Weight

HAS 16 16.0m Steel rope       Aluminium 11.0 kg

HAS 30  30.0m Steel rope       Aluminium 15.0 kg

IKAR height-safety devices with rescue hoisting facilities are 
equipped with a winching unit and are classed as a type 3 SRL to 
AS/NZS1891.3. In case of a rescue after a fall, the person who has 
suffered the accident can be rescued quickly and safely. All parts 
are made from stainless steel, aluminium or shockproof plastic.

IKAR RESCUE WINCHES

Part No. Cable Type Housing Weight

HRA 18  18m Steel rope Aluminium 11.5 kg

HRA 24 24m Steel rope Aluminium 16.0 kg  

HRA 33 30m Steel rope Aluminium 21.0 kg 

HRA 42 42m Steel rope Aluminium 40.0 kg

HRA 60 60m Steel rope Aluminium 43.0 kg


